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Abraham Anyadike(1994)
 
Abraham
Anyadike is a member of the seaview poetry club(Rhythm 93.7fmPH)    A
talented and influencial poet whose interest in literature developed
early in ugh he attended the poetry class of his school master and through that
he was able to become a good poet. He
write figuratively and his imagery depict love, death and the pain of the innercity
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In The Event Of My Demise
 
I know my cold heart finds a lose from it weight and pleasing soft cries
                                  I know it griped much principles to stick up and
accomplish              But l would say l believe the time is now for l stand torn
apart in the morning of tomorrow                     Or maybe scared of been hurt by
the mistakes l made in my lifetime But all the same l love all who desired my be
in the event of my demise
 
Abraham Anyadike
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Just Be A Popstar(King Joe)    Diss
 
Just be a popstar and dislike your method man thing cos hey its insanity when
you brag alone even your duo fight the same cheap things that is priceless just
be a popstar and forget about carrying the pole star from my light house cos you
are puffy with the semi bad boys.  Just be a dead popstar and say the testimony
l give u and inspired you when you were begining.        The outcast is back as a
its a nice thing
 
Abraham Anyadike
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Winter In Angola
 
This is what my Mama alway tell me to do To alway walk with a strong Coat and
never miss a life boat This is what my Mama alway tell me to do To alway
Observe the climate whether Before losing Break in a bird Feather This is what
my mama Alway tell me to do To alway move Slowly in a crystal Road and fold
my heart  toward the Sun unseen This is what she all said To me in the winter of
Angola
 
Abraham Anyadike
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